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Writing from the
Continent

Michael Arlen

Current Sales
THE GREEN HAT:
French (Les Belles Lettres)
hell said the duchess:
French (La Dernière Goutte)

Born Dikran Kouyoumdjian, the son of an Armenian
merchant, Michael Arlen (1895-1956) was an essayist,
short-story writer, novelist, playwright and scriptwriter
who enjoyed his greatest success in the 1920s while
living and writing in England. He is most famous for
his satirical romances which epitomised the brittle
gaiety and underlying cynicism and disillusionment
of the fashionable London society of the time, but
he also wrote gothic horror and psychological
thrillers. His best-known work, The Green Hat, was
published in 1924 and was subsequently adapted
for both stage and screen (as A Woman of Affairs,
starring Greta Garbo). The book brought him almost
overnight fame on both sides of the Atlantic. Micheal
Arlen’s other novels includeYoung Men in Love, Lily
Christine and Man’s Mortality.
THE GREEN HAT (Capuchin Classics, UK)
The Green Hat perfectly reflects the atmosphere of
the 1920s - the post-war fashion for verbal smartness,
youthful cynicism and the spirit of rebellion of the ‘bright
young things’ of Mayfair. Iris Storm, femme fatale, races
around London and Europe in her yellow HispanoSuiza surrounded by romantic intrigue, but beneath the
glamour she is destined to be a tragic heroine. A perfect
synecdoche, in fact: as the hat is to the woman, so the
words of the title are to an entire literary style.
‘If F Scott Fitzgerald was the chronicler of America’s jazz
era, in the UK it was Michael Arlen who catalogued the
hedonism of the Lost Generation.’- Independent
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Emanuel Litvinoff

Current Sales
Swedish (Lind)

Emmanuel Litvinoff (1915-2011) was a British writer and
well-known figure in Anglo-Jewish literature, born in 1915
in the Whitechapel area of London to Russian-Jewish
immigrant parents. After enlisting in the army in 1940,
he served in Northern Ireland, West Africa and the
Middle East. After the war, Litvinoff worked briefly
as a ghost writer before going on to write novels
of his own, as well as various plays for television.
His first novel, The Lost Europeans, was published in
1960. His other novels are The Man Next Door, The
Faces of Terror trilogy and Falls the Shadow. Litvinoff
is probably best-known for his memoir, Journey Through
a Small Planet, in which he chronicles his working-class
Jewish childhood and early adult years in London’s East
End, a small cluster of streets that was right next to the
City of London, but had more in common with the cities
of Kiev, Kharkov and Odessa.
THE LOST EUROPEANS (Apollo, re-issue 2016)
Coming back was worse, much worse, than Martin
Stone had anticipated.
When Martin Stone returns to Berlin, the city from
which his Jewish family was driven in 1938, he knows his
homecoming will be a painful one. He has concealed
his destination from his father and hopes to win some
form of restitution for the depressed old man living in
exile in London. The Lost Europeans portrays a tense,
ruined yet flourishing Berlin where nothing is quite what
it seems.
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Olivia Manning
Olivia Manning (1908-1980) was raised in England and
Ireland. She married R. D. Smith in 1939 and their experience
in Bucharest informed The Balkan Trilogy. As the Germans
approached Athens, they evacuated to Egypt then
Jerusalem, before returning to London and lived there
until her death in 1980. Her other works include the novels
School for Love (1951), The Doves of Venus (1955), and
The Levant Trilogy (1977–1980, rights: W&N) among
others. She also wrote two volumes of short stories,
Growing Up (1948) and A Romantic Hero (1967).

Current sales
French (Editions du Seuil)
German (Rowohlt)
Greek (Metaichmio)
Italian (Baldini Castoldi Dalai)
Romanian (Nemira)
Russian (Ad Marginem)
Spanish (Libros del Asteroide)

The Balkan Trilogy (Arrow, UK; NYRB, US)
This is the story of a marriage and of a war, a vast, teeming
and complex masterpiece which brings the uncertainty and
adventure of civilian existence under political and military
siege to vibrant life. Manning’s focus is not the battlefield but
the café and kitchen, the bedroom and street, the fabric of
the everyday world that has been irrevocably changed by
war, yet remains unchanged.
At the heart of the trilogy are newlyweds Guy and Harriet
Pringle, who arrive in Bucharest — the so-called Paris of the
East — in the fall of 1939, just weeks after the German invasion
of Poland. Guy, an Englishman teaching at the university, is
as wantonly gregarious as his wife is introverted, and Harriet
is shocked to discover that she must share her adored
husband with a wide circle of friends and acquaintances.
Other surprises follow: Romania joins the Axis, and before long
German soldiers overrun the capital. The Pringles flee south
to Greece, part of a group of refugees made up of White
Russians, journalists, con artists and dignitaries. In Athens,
however, the couple will face a new challenge of their own,
as great in its way as the still-expanding theatre of war.
‘One of the “Five Best of World War II Fiction’
- Antony Beevor, The Wall Street Journal
‘A major achievement in the English novel... an astonishing
recreation.’ – New York Times
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Kate O’Brien
Kate O’Brien (1897-1974) was born in Limerick City. After the
success of her play Distinguished Villa in 1926, she took to fulltime writing and was awarded the 1931 James Tait Black
Prize for her debut novel Without My Cloak. Kate O’Brien
is best known for her novels The Ante-Room, The Land of
Spices, and That Lady. Many of her books deal with issues
of female agency and sexuality in ways that were new
and radical at the time. Throughout her life, O’Brien felt
a particular affinity with Spain—while her experiences
in the Basque Country inspired Mary Lavelle, she also
wrote a life of the Spanish mystic Teresa of Avila, and she
used the relationship between the Spanish King Philip II and
Maria de Mendoza to write the anti-fascist novel That Lady.
Current sales
Farewell Spain:
German (Romerweg)

Land of Spices:
Macedonian (Feniks)
Teresa of Avila:
Spanish (Vaso Roto)

FAREWELL SPAIN (Virago, UK)
This distinctly personal elegy was written during the early days
of the Spanish Civil War by a writer whose future was indelibly
marked by a year of travelling in a unique and changing
country. A series of reminiscences, impressions and vivid
insights, Kate O’Brien’s thoughtful journey offers something
unique at every stage, and captures perfectly the spirit of
a lost place and the experience of travel and memory.
‘Subtle and beautifully constructed’ - The Sunday Times
‘Rush out for the works of Kate O’Brien. You are in for a treat.’
- Val Hennessy
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History

J.F.C. Fuller
Major-General John Frederick Charles Fuller, CB, CBE,
DSO (1878-1966) was a British Army officer, military historian
and strategist, notable as an early theorist of modern
armoured warfare, including categorising principles
of warfare. Fuller is perhaps best known today for
his ‘Nine Principles of War’ which have formed the
foundation of much of modern military theory since
the 1930s, and which were originally derived from a
convergence of Fuller’s mystical and military interests.
The ‘Nine Principles’ went through several iterations.

Current sales
Simplified Chinese (Beijing Time
Imaginist Culture)

THE DECISIVE BATTLES OF THE WESTERN WORLD (W&N, UK)
A vivid and fascinating picture of all the major campaigns,
balancing documentary evidence with the testimony of
personal witnesses to expose the mistakes that were made
and why. From the political and cultural origins of war to the
twists and turns of battle, to the critical decisions that resulted
in such devastating losses and to the impact on modern
nations, this magnificent history is a true military classic.

Out of copyright in China and
Japan

History 9

Christopher Hibbert
Christopher Hibbert (1924-2008) was a wide-ranging historian
writing mainly on 18th, 19th and 20th-century British, Italian
and French History. He also wrote splendid history-guide books
to London, Venice, Florence and Rome as well as editing
The Encylopaedia of London and The Encylopaedia of
Oxford. His biography of Elizabeth I, The Virgin Queen,
was described by Alan Bennett in his diaries as ‘by far
the best account of her that I have read’.

Current sales
Czech (Argo)
Romanian (Corint)
Taiwan (Marco Polo)

THE BORGIAS AND THEIR ENEMIES: 1431–1519 (Little,
Brown, UK / HMH, US)
Christopher Hibbert’s final book brings the family and
the world they lived in - the glittering Rome of the Italian
Renaissance - to life. The name Borgia is synonymous with the
corruption, nepotism and greed that were rife in Renaissance
Italy. The powerful, voracious Rodrigo Borgia, better known
to history as Pope Alexander VI, was the central figure of the
dynasty. Two of his seven papal offspring also rose to power
and fame - his daughter Lucrezia and her brother Cesare,
who murdered Lucrezia’s husband and served as the model
for Machiavelli’s The Prince. The Borgias were notorious
for seizing power, wealth, land and titles through bribery,
marriage and murder. The story of the family’s dramatic rise
from its Spanish roots to the highest position in Italian society
is an absorbing tale.
‘[A] superbly scrupulous and sympathetic interpreter.’
- The Boston Globe
‘Simply unputdown-able.’ - New York Times Book Review
‘[Written with] the verve, vitality and eye for a good quote
that made him the most readable of all popular historians’
- The Sunday Times
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B.H. Liddell Hart

Current sales

FIRST WORLD WAR:
Complex Chinese (Rye Field)
Simplified Chinese (Shanghai
People’s Publishing House)
Czech (Jota)
Russian (AST)
Turkish (Kultur)
SECOND WORLD WAR:
Complex Chinese (Rye Field)
Simplified Chinese (Shanghai
People’s Publishing House)
Czech (Jota)
German (Melzer)
Italian (Mondadori)
Turkish (Kultur)
Out of copyright in China and
Japan (31/12/20)

Sir Basil Liddell Hart (1895-1970) was a military strategist
and writer of great acclaim, and one of the world’s
outstanding teacher-historians. Born in Paris, he was
educated at Cambridge before serving on the Western
Front with the Yorkshire Light Infantry after which he
was military correspondent of the Daily Telegraph
and The Times. He evolved several military tactical
developments including the Battle Drill system and was
an early advocate of airpower and armoured forces.
He lectured on strategy and tactics at staff colleges in
numerous countries. His many books include biographies
of several great commanders, and The Other Side of
the Hill - his interviews with World War II’s highest-ranking
German generals. His two great studies of World War I and
World War II were published in 1930 and 1970 respectively,
the latter in the year of his death. He was knighted in 1966.
A HISTORY OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR (Pan, UK)
A vivid and fascinating picture of all the major campaigns,
balancing documentary evidence with the testimony of
personal witnesses to expose the mistakes that were made
and why. From the political and cultural origins of war to the
twists and turns of battle, to the critical decisions that resulted
in such devastating losses and to the impact on modern
nations, this magnificent history is a true military classic.
A HISTORY OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR (Pan, UK)
Condensing six bloody years into one volume, Liddell Hart
examines the moral and strategic choices made by those
in power and the way these decisions affected ordinary
soldiers on the ground. With meticulous attention to detail
and epic scope, his work is a true classic and indispensable
for those seeking to understand this most devastating of
conflicts.
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A.J.P. Taylor
Alan John Percivale Taylor (1906–1990) is probably the
most popular and influential British historian of the twentieth
century. Known as ‘the People’s Historian’, Taylor believed
history should be accessible to all and this populist
approach was reflected in his use of irony and humour
to entertain as well as to inform. His determination to
bring history to the masses led to frequent appearances
on radio and television, and he became well known to
millions through his television lectures.
ORIGINS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR (Penguin, UK)
A.J.P. Taylor caused a storm of outrage with this scandalous
bestseller. Debunking what were accepted truths about
the Second World War, he argued provocatively that Hitler
did not set out to cause the war as part of an evil master
plan, but blundered into it partly by accident, aided by the
Current sales
Simplified Chinese (Shanhai Lexico- shortcomings of others. Fiercely attacked for vindicating
Hitler, A.J.P. Taylor’s stringent re-examination of the events
graphical)
preceding the Nazi invasion of Poland on 1st September
Korean (Paperroad)
1939 opened up new debate, and is now recognised as a
watershed in the historiography of the origins of the War.
‘A dazzling exercise in revisionism which summed up Taylor’s
paradoxical, provocative and inventive approach to
history’ - The Times
‘Taylor was a lifelong dissenter... at his best - as in The Origins
of the Second World War... he shifted the ground of major
debates’ - Ben Pimlott, Financial Times
‘No historian of the past century has been more accessible’
- Niall Ferguson, Sunday Telegraph
‘Taylor’s most perfect work of art, a miracle of proportion,
language and insight’ - Robert Skidelsky
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Classic Crime

John Dickson Carr
John Dickson Carr, (1906–1977) who also published under
the pen names Carter Dickson, Carr Dickson and Roger
Fairbairn, is generally regarded as one of the greatest
writers of so-called ‘Golden Age’ mysteries - complex, plotdriven stories in which the puzzle is paramount. He was a
great exponent of the ‘locked room mystery’, with most
of his novels featuring the elucidation, by an eccentric
detective, of apparently impossible, and seemingly
supernatural, crimes. Carr’s works have formed the basis
of a number of film and television productions, and he was
twice winner of an Edgar Award from the Mystery Writers
of America, first in 1950 for his biography of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, and again in 1970 in recognition of his forty-year
career as a mystery writer. He was also presented with the
MWA’s Grand Master Award in 1963.
Current sales
Chinese Simplified (New Star Press)
French (Les Editions du Masque)
Georgian (Palitra L)
Greek (Motibo)
Japanese (Hayakawa)
Vietnamese (Dong A)

The Hollow Man (Orion, UK)
Professor Charles Grimaud is explaining to some friends the
natural causes behind an ancient superstition about men
leaving their coffins when a stranger enters and challenges
Grimaud’s skepticism. The stranger asserts that he has risen
from his own coffin and that four walls mean nothing to him.
He adds, ‘My brother can do more... he wants your life and
will call on you!’ The brother comes during a snowstorm,
walks through the locked front door, shoots Grimaud and
vanishes. The tragedy brings Dr Gideon Fell into the bizarre
mystery of a killer who left no footprints...
Published in 1935, was selected in 1981 as the best lockedroom mystery of all time by a panel of seventeen mystery
authors and reviewers.
‘The sheer ingenuity of the plot is a delight.’ - Daily Mail
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The Detection Club
‘The Detection Club is a private association of writers of
detective fiction in Great Britain, existing chiefly for the
purpose of eating dinners together at suitable intervals
and of talking illimitable shop… Its membership is confined
to those who have written genuine detective stories (not
adventure tales or ‘thrillers’) and election is secured by a vote
of the club on recommendation by two or more members,
and involves the undertaking of an oath.’ Dorothy L. Sayers
THE FLOATING ADMIRAL (HarperCollins, UK, 1931, 2017)
Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, G.K. Chesterton and nine
other writers from the legendary Detection Club collaborate
in this fiendishly clever crime novel.
Inspector Rudge does not encounter many cases of murder
Current sales
US (Mysterious Press; Special Ed: The in the sleepy seaside town of Whynmouth. But when an old
sailor lands a rowing boat containing a fresh corpse with
Folio Society)
a stab wound to the chest, the Inspector’s investigation
India: Hachette India
Portuguese excl. Brazil (Asa, Leya) immediately comes up against several obstacles. The vicar,
Russian (AST)
in whose boat the body was found, is clearly withholding
Spanish (Akal)
information, and the victim’s niece has disappeared. There
Turkish (Üç Nokta Yayinlari)
is clearly more to this case than meets the eye – even the
identity of the victim is called into doubt. Inspector Rudge
begins to wonder how many people have contributed to
this extraordinary crime and whether he will ever unravel it…
In a literary game of consequences, each author would write
one chapter, leaving G.K. Chesterton to write a typically
paradoxical prologue and Anthony Berkeley to tie up all the
loose ends. In addition, each of the authors provided their
own solution in a sealed envelope, all of which appeared at
the end of the book!
‘The plotting is ingenious, the pace sustained, the solution
satisfying.’ - New York Times Book Review
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Dorothy Eden
Dorothy Eden (1912–1982) was born in a farming community
near Ashburton on the Canterbury Plains of New Zealand,
where she attended school and worked as a legal secretary
before moving to England in 1954. Eden was best known
for her writings in the historical, suspense and Gothic
genres, as well as her short stories that were published
in periodicals. As a novelist, Eden was renowned for
her ability to create fear and suspense. The Vines of
Yarrabee, spent four months on the New York Times
bestseller list.

Current sales:
THE AMERICAN HEIRESS:
Hungarian (Lettero)

Winterwood (Open Road, World English)
Haunted by her scandalous past, Lavinia Hurst accepts a
position as companion to young invalid Flora Meryon. But
something is very wrong at Winterwood, the Meryons’ isolated estate by the sea. And when Flora suddenly becomes
heiress to a large fortune, Lavinia realizes that her charge is
in mortal danger.
It becomes clear that someone is determined not to let Flora
live to see her inheritance. Then letters begin arriving from
a dead relative. Do ghosts haunt Winterwood? Or is this the
specter of living greed? Determined to thwart the deadly
plan, Lavinia risks her own life to protect Flora’s, while fighting her powerful desire for Flora’s father, Daniel, a man tormented by his own demons.

Classic Crime 36

Elizabeth Ferrars
Elizabeth Ferrars (1907 -1995) was one of the most distinguished
crime writers of her generation and may legitimately be
regarded as one of the very last authors of detective fiction
from the genre’s ‘Golden Age’. From her first novel until her
death she continued to write a crime novel almost every
year. Her style led Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine to
describe her as ‘The writer who may be the closest of
all to Christie in style, plotting and general milieu’. In
1953 she co-founded the Crime Writers’ Association
(becoming chair in 1977), and by 1958 she had been
inducted into the famed Detection Club. In the early
1980s the Association honoured Ferrars with a lifetime
achievement award.

Current sales
Italian (Polillo)
Japanese (Hayakawa)

MURDER IN TIME (Orion, UK)
The prospect of a weekend on the French Riviera was an
attractive one. Yet most of the nine people whom Major
Mark Auty invited to join him hesitated before accepting
his invitation. Each of them knew something about Auty’s
past and because of their knowledge, had good reason to
suspect some sinister intention.
Their doubts were not unwarranted. Before the flight took off
for Nice murder had been committed - and one of the nine
guests had to be guilty. But it was Major Auty himself who
was the victim and it seems he was killed just in time...
‘A
consummate
professional
in
clever
plotting,
characterization and atmosphere’ - Washington Post
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Celia Fremlin
Celia Fremlin (1914-2009) read classics and then philosophy
at Somerville College, Oxford. She married Elia Goller
in 1942 and had three children. Famous for creating
terrifying suspense from ordinary domestic situations in
her sixteen crime novels and numerous short stories,
she won the Mystery Writers of America Edgar Allan
Poe award for her first novel The Hours Before Dawn.

Current sales
Film/TV rights (under option)
US (Dover)
Dutch (Athenaeum)
French (Editions du Masque)

THE HOURS BEFORE DAWN (Faber & Faber, UK, 1958,
2017)
Louise Henderson is trapped in a nightmare: the baby
cries almost all night, every night, and the other children
must be got off to school, and her husband needs his rest...
Louise is so tired she fears she is becoming psychotic. And
then there is that feeling of apprehension - almost of terror. Is
it connected with the lodger, Vera Brandon, a respectable
schoolteacher? What is happening in the Henderson
household? Can Louise control herself before something
really dreadful happens?
‘[A] Uniquely horrifying mystery… the book is superb.’
- New York Herald Tribune
‘Celia Fremlin is a name that should be shouted- appropriatelyfrom the housetops. She excels in novels of domestic intrigue
and terror, with the kettle always at the boil for tea, and
someone listening at the door, or at the foot of the stairs, or
breathing hard in the backyard.’ - Chicago Tribune
‘Fremlin exercises one of the most considerable talents in the
field of suspense fiction to create unholy terror out of sunshine
and soapsuds.’ - Washington Post
‘Admirable and breathtaking.’ - Anthony Boucher
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Gladys Mitchell
Gladys Mitchell’s (1901-1983) first crime novel featuring
Mrs. Bradley was published in 1929, when she was 28.
Gladys went on to be published until 1983 when she died.
She wrote 65 Mrs. Bradley novels, a number of children’s
books and several books under the pseudonyms
Malcolm Torrie and Stephen Hookaby. Five television
programmes, starring Diana Rigg, were broadcast on
the BBC. US rights in various titles have been sold to Rue
Morgue Press. In the UK, Vintage re-published three
Mrs. Bradley mysteries in spring 2009 and have since
published many more titles as ebooks and paperbacks.
SPEEDY DEATH (Vintage, UK)

Current sales
Selected titles:
US (Rue Morgue Press / Thomas &
Mercer)
Russian (AST)

Rediscover Gladys Mitchell – one of the ‘Big Three’ female
crime fiction writers alongside Agatha Christie and Dorothy
L. Sayers.
Alastair Bing’s guests gather around his dining table at
Chaynings, a charming country manor. But one seat,
belonging to the legendary explorer Everard Mountjoy,
remains empty. When the other guests search the house, a
body is discovered in a bath, drowned. The body is that of a
woman, but could the corpse in fact be Mountjoy? A peculiar
and sinister sequence of events has only just begun...
This is Gladys Mitchell’s first book and it marks the entrance
of the inimitable Mrs Beatrice Adela Lestrange Bradley,
psychoanalyst and unorthodox amateur sleuth, into the
world of detective fiction. But instead of leading the police
to the murderer, she begins as their chief suspect.
‘Opinionated, unconventional, unafraid... If you like Poirot
and Miss Marple, you’ll love Mrs Bradley.’ – Minette Walters
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Dorothy L. Sayers
Dorothy L. Sayers (1893-1957) is recognised as one of the
greatest mystery writers of the twentieth century. A refined
author whose wry mysteries were spiced with quotations
of verse and observations about English society, Sayers
created aristocratic sleuth Lord Peter Wimsey who
featured in eleven novels and 21 short stories, the first
of which was published in 1923. She was one of the first
women to be awarded a degree from Oxford University
and also wrote theological essays and criticism during
and after World War II, and in 1949 published the first
volume of a translation of Dante’s Divine Comedy
(which she considered to be her best work).

Current Sales
Bulgarian (Pergament)
Czech (Audio -One Hot Book)
French (Les Editions du Masque)
Georgian (Palitra)
German (Rowohlt)
Russian (AST)
Swedish (Audio - Storytel)
Turkish (Turkuvaz)

Out of copyright in China and
Japan

WHOSE BODY? (Hodder & Stoughton, UK; Dover, US)
Lord Peter is intrigued by the sudden appearance of a naked
dead body in the bath and investigates. A financier has also
gone missing under strange circumstances and it becomes
clear that the two events are linked in some way. A hired
man has just found a corpse in the bath in his flat: a body
wearing nothing but a pair of pince-nez. In the meantime,
the financier has apparently disappeared into thin air from
his own bedroom. Ignoring the clumsy efforts of the official
investigator, Lord Peter starts his own enquiry. Can he solve
this mysterious disappearance and even more mysterious
murder?
‘She brought to the detective novel originality, intelligence,
energy and wit.’ - P. D. James
‘She combined literary prose with powerful suspense, and it
takes a rare talent to achieve that. A truly great storyteller.’
– Minette Walters
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Speculative &
Science-Fiction

Arthur C. Clarke
Born in Somerset, Arthur C. Clarke (1917-2008) wrote over
sixty books, among which are the science fiction classics
2001: A Space Odyssey, Childhood’s End, The City and the
Stars and Rendezvous With Rama. He has won all the most
prestigious science fiction trophies, and shared an Oscar
nomination with Stanley Kubrick for the screenplay of
the film of 2001. He was knighted in 1998. He died at his
home in Sri Lanka in 2008.
Childhood’s End (Gollancz, Orion)
A masterclass in Golden Age pacing, mystery and
wonder
The Overlords appeared suddenly over every city –
intellectually, technologically, and militarily superior to
Current sales
Simplified Chinese (Shanghai Dook) humankind. Benevolent, they made few demands: unify
earth, eliminate poverty, and end war. With little rebellion,
Czech (Bookmedia)
Dutch (Atlas Contact)
humankind agreed, and a golden age began.
French (Bragelonne)
Georgian (Bakur Sulakauri)
German (Heyne)
Hungarian (Metropolis)
Italian (Mondadori)
Japanese (Kobunsha)
Korean (Sigongsa)
Polish (Dom Rebis)
Portuguese in Brazil (Aleph)
Romanian (Nemira)
Russian (Exmo & AST)
Serbian (Carobna Knjiga)
Spanish (Minotauro)
Turkish (Ithaki)

But at what cost? With the advent of peace, man ceases to
strive for creative greatness, and a malaise settles over the
human race. To those who resist, it becomes evident that
the Overlords have an agenda of their own. As civilization
approaches the crossroads, will the Overlords spell the end
for humankind... or the beginning?

‘A first-rate tour de force’ - New York Times
‘Frighteningly logical, believable, and grimly prophetic . . .
Clarke is a master.’ - Los Angeles Times
‘As a science fiction writer, Clarke has all the essentials.’
- The New Yorker
‘There has been nothing like it for years; partly for the actual
invention, but partly because here we meet a modern
author who understands that there may be things that have
a higher claim on humanity than its own “survival”.’
- C. S. Lewis
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Russell Hoban
Born in Pennsylvania, Russell Hoban (1925-2011) was an
illustrator before becoming a writer. He is the author of many
extraordinary novels including Turtle Diary, Riddley Walker,
Angelica’s Grotto and Amaryllis Night and Day. He has also
written some classic books for children including The Mouse
and His Child and the Frances books.
Riddley Walker (Bloomsbury, UK)
‘Walker is my name and I am the same. Riddley Walker.
Walking my riddels where ever theyve took me and walking
them now on this paper the same. There aint that many sir
prizes in life if you take noatis of every thing. Every time will
have its happenings out and every place the same. Thats
why I finely come to writing all this down. Thinking on what
the idear of us myt be. Thinking on that thing whats in us lorn
and loan and oansome.’
Current sales
French (Toussaint Louverture)
Japanese (Kirakusha)
Spanish (Catedra)

Composed in an English which has never been spoken and
laced with a storytelling tradition that predates the written
word, Riddley Walker is the world waiting for us at the bitter
end of the nuclear road. It is desolate, dangerous and
harrowing, and a modern masterpiece.
‘Russell Hoban has brought off an extraordinary feat of
imagination and of style... funny, terrible, haunting and
unsettling, this book is a masterpiece’ - Observer
‘Stunning and delicious’ - The New York Times
‘Suffused with melancholy and wonder, beautifully written...
a novel people will be reading for a long, long time’
- Washington Post
‘An astonishing fable…stunning in its daring and depth.’
- The New Yorker
‘Hoban is a prophet of the future.’ - The Sunday Times
‘This is what literature is meant to be’ - Anthony Burgess
‘The book has an evangelical effect on people... Riddley is
an absorbing character, Hoban’s language has a fantastic,
rough poetry and the post-apocalyptic world is chilling and
convincing’ - Rachel Seiffert
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Marghanita Laski
Marghanita Laski (1915-1988) was born to a family of
prominent Jewish intellectuals in Manchester. After working in
fashion she read English at Oxford and worked in journalism.
Her six novels, including Little Boy Lost, The Village and
The Victorian Chaise-Longue, address class issues
and gender barriers, often satirically. They reflect the
political, social and economic anxieties and tensions
felt during the Second World War and the Cold War. A
well-known critic, her non-fiction works included books
on Jane Austen and George Eliot, as well as Ecstasy,
which explored the nature of religious experiences and
Everyday Ecstasy which looked at their social effects. Her
distinctive voice was often heard on the radio, and she
submitted some 250,000 illustrative quotations to the Oxford
English Dictionary.
Current Sales
the victorian chaise-longue:
Hebrew (Armchair Books)
Italian (8tto Edizioni)
Little boy lost:
German (Arche)
Spanish (Nórdica)

THE VICTORIAN CHAISE-LONGUE (Persephone Books, UK)
The charming, childish wife of a successful lawyer falls asleep
one afternoon on her Victorian chaise- longue, recently purchased in an antique shop, and wakes in the fetid atmosphere of an ugly, over-furnished room she has never seen
before. This is the story of a trip backwards in time in which a
nostalgia for the quaint turns into a hideous nightmare.
‘Disturbing and compulsive,’ - Penelope Lively
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John Wyndham
John Wyndham (1903-1969) pioneered a form of science
fiction that he labelled ‘logical fantasy’, moving away from
the ‘traditional’ form of sci-fi which was mainly set in outer
space and featured what Wyndham called ‘galactic
gangsters’, to write about situations that were rational
extensions of the present day and featuring ordinary
people who try to sustain civilized values when the
normal social system has collapsed.

The Day of the Triffids, Wyndham’s first significant novel,
has been permanently in print since its publication in
1951 and remains one of his most widely-read and highlyacclaimed works. His other classic novels include The
Chrysalids, The Kraken Wakes, The Midwich Cuckoos and
Chocky.
Current sales
Catalan (L’Altra)
Czech (BB Art)
Estonian (Eesti Paevaleht)
German (Heyne)
Korea (Hyundae Munhak)
Polish (Vis-A-Vis / Etiuda)
Russian (AST)
Spanish (Alianza)
Swedish (Styxx Fantasy)
Turkish (Tudem)
Ukrainian (Family Leisure Club)

Out of copyright in China and
Japan

THE DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS (Penguin, UK)
When Bill Masen wakes up blindfolded in hospital there is a
bitter irony in his situation. Carefully removing his bandages,
he realizes that he is the only person who can see:
everyone else, doctors and patients alike, has been blinded
by a meteor shower. Now, with civilization in chaos, the
triffids - huge, large-rooted plants able to ‘walk’, feeding on
human flesh - can have their day.

The Day of the Triffids, published in 1951 and adapted for
film in 1962, expresses many of the political concerns of its
time: the Cold War, the fear of biological experimentation
and the man-made apocalypse. However, with its
terrifyingly believable insights into the genetic modification
of plants, the book is more relevant today than ever before.
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Horror & Adventure

James Herbert
James Herbert (1943-2013) was not just Britain’s number one
bestselling writer of chiller fiction, a position he held ever
since publication of his first novel, but was also one of the
greatest popular novelists. Widely imitated and hugely
influential, his twenty-three novels have sold more than
fifty-four million copies worldwide, and have been
translated into over thirty languages. In 2010, he was
made the Grand Master of Horror by the World Horror
Convention and was also awarded an OBE by the
Queen for services to literature. His final novel was Ash.
SHRINE (Pan Macmillan, UK)
Miracles aren’t always divine
Current sales
France (Bragelonne)

In James Herbert’s Shrine, a deaf-mute girl recovers her
hearing and sight upon seeing a vision of a woman in white.
A vision who proclaims herself the Immaculate Conception.
Her village is shocked as she starts performing miracles and
the site of the visitation becomes a shrine.
But as pilgrims flock to the village, a local priest begins to have
doubts. Are the miracles acts of God or the work of something
wicked? And when he dies in suspicious circumstances it
seems the source of the miracles is far from holy.
Who will stop the ancient force from using the girl as an
instrument of its despicable evil?
‘Thrills and chills galore from the bestseller Herbert... his
best yet... the build-up to the horrifying climax is subtle and
sophisticated’ - Daily Express
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Richard Hughes
Richard Hughes (1900-1976) was the author of the world’s
first radio play, Danger, broadcast in 1924. Two years later
he published the first and best-known of his four novels, A
High Wind in Jamaica. It became a worldwide bestseller
and won the Prix Femina in France, establishing itself as a
modern classic. In his latter years, he worked on a series
of novels, called The Human Predicament, a massive
project in which he explored the social, economic,
political and moral forces shaping the 1920s through
WWII. Two of these novels, The Fox in the Attic (1961)
and The Wooden Shepherdess (1973), were completed,
and Hughes’s achievement has been widely praised.

Current Sales:
Chinese Simplified
(Shanghai 99)
Korean (Moonijn Media)
Spanish (Alba)
Turkish (Jaguar)

A HIGH WIND IN JAMAICA (Vintage Classics, UK; NYRB, US)
Richard Hughes’s celebrated short novel is a masterpiece of
concentrated narrative. Its dreamlike action begins among
the decayed plantation houses and overwhelming natural
abundance of late nineteenth-century Jamaica, before
moving out onto the high seas, as Hughes tells the story of a
group of children thrown upon the mercy of a crew of pirates.
A tale of seduction and betrayal, of accommodation and
manipulation, of weird humour and unforeseen violence,
this classic of twentieth-century literature is above all
an extraordinary reckoning with the secret reasons and
otherworldly realities of childhood.
‘[I] felt breathless with shock and awe… Appallingly dark…
dreadfully funny.’ - Meg Rosoff Independent
‘An exciting adventure story... [that] coexists with another
narrative, darker and more sophisticated, complex and
tragic. You can read this book over again and have read a
different novel.’ Michael Holroyd, Guardian
‘A thrillingly good book’ - Martin Amis
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Naomi Mitchison
Naomi Mitchison (1897-1999) was born in Edinburgh and was
one of the foremost historical novelists of her generation.
In 1916 she married the Labour politician Dick Mitchison
and she took an active part in social and political affairs,
including women’s rights and the cause of birth control.
Some of her best known novels include The Conquered
(1923), The Corn King and the Spring Queen (1931), The
Blood of the Martyrs (1939) and The Bull Calves (1947).
In a life full of cultural and creative commitment Naomi
Mitchison knew and corresponded with a host of fellow
writers, including E.M. Forster, W.H. Auden, Wyndham Lewis,
Aldous Huxley and Neil Gunn. There are over 70 books to her
name, including biographies, essays, short stories and poetry.
Current sales:
Italian (Fazi Editore, publication
2020)

Out of copyright in China and
Japan

Travel Light (Peapod Classics/Small Beer Press, US)
From the dark ages to modern times, from the dragons of
medieval forests to Constantinople, this is a fantastic and
philosophical fairy-tale journey that will appeal to fans of
Harry Potter, Diana Wynne Jones, and T. H. White’s The Sword
in the Stone.
‘Travel Light is the story of Halla, a girl born to a king but cast
out onto the hills to die. She lives among bears; she lives
among dragons. But the time of dragons is passing, and
Odin All-Father offers Halla a choice: Will she stay dragonish
and hoard wealth and possessions, or will she travel light?’
- Amal El-Mohtar, NPR, You Must Read This
‘No one knows better how to spin a fairy tale than Naomi
Mitchison.’ - Observer
‘Combines the best of Rowling and Pullman, being full of
magic and fantasy with the hard edge of reality sharp at its
edges.’ - The New Review
‘Read it now.’ - Ursula K. Le Guin
‘Disarmingly familiar, like a memory only half-recalled. You
will love this book.’ - Holly Black
‘The enchantments of Travel Light contain more truth, more
straight talking, a grittier, harder-edged view of the world
than any of the mundane descriptions of daily life you will
find in... science fiction stories.’ - Paul Kincaid, SF Site
‘A gem of a book.’ - Strange Horizons
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Reissues
Graham Greene
(Vintage Re-issues, 2019)
the end of the affair (Vintage 1951, 2019)
The love affair between Maurice Bendrix and Sarah,
flourishing in the turbulent times of the London Blitz,
ends when she suddenly and without explanation
breaks it off. After a chance meeting rekindles his
love and jealousy two years later, Bendrix hires a
private detective to follow Sarah, and slowly his love
for her turns into an obsession.

Current sales:
Bulgarian (Uniscorp)
Chinese Complex (China Times)
Chinese Simplified (Shanghai Dook)
Dutch (Xander)
Estonian (AS Postimees)
French (Robert Laffont)
German (Paul Zsolnay)
Italian (Sellerio)
Japanese (Shincho-Sha)
Korean (Hyundae Munhak)
Norwegian (Cappelen Damm)
Portuguese excl. Brazil (Dom Quixote)
Portuguese in Brazil (Editora Globo)
Romanian (Editura Poliron)
Swedish (Modernista)
Turkish (Kultur)
Ukrainian (Family Leisure Club)

Graham Greene (1904 - 1991) is recognised as one of
the most important writers of the twentieth century,
achieving both literary acclaim and popular
success. His best known works include Brighton Rock,
The Heart of the Matter, The Quiet American and
The Power and the Glory . Born in 1904, he went into
journalism on leaving Oxford, before dedicating
himself full-time to his writing with his first big success
Stamboul Train. He became involved in screenwriting
and wrote adaptations for the cinema as well as
original screenplays, the most successful being The
Third Man. Religious, moral and political themes are
at the root of much of his writing, and throughout
his life he travelled to some of the wildest and most
volatile parts of the world which provided settings for
his fiction. He died in 1991 at the age of 86 .
Praise for The End of the Affair:
‘Devastating study of the collision of different kinds of
faith, betrayal and commitment’ - The Times
‘In a class by himself... the ultimate chronicler of
twentieth-century man’s consciousness and anxiety’
- William Golding, author of The Lord of the Flies
‘Greene had wit and grace and character and
story and a transcendent universal compassion that
places him for all time in the ranks of world literature’
- John Le Carré, author of The Night Manager
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Reissues
Ted Lewis
(Soho Press - 50th Anniversary)
get carter (aka jack’s return home)
It’s a rainy night in the mill town of Scunthorpe when a
London fixer named Jack Carter steps off a northbound
train. He’s left the neon lights and mod lifestyle of Soho
behind to come north to his hometown for a funeral,
his brother Frank’s. Frank was very drunk when he
drove his car off a cliff and that doesn’t sit well with
Jack. Mild-mannered Frank never touched the stuff.
Jack and Frank didn’t exactly like one another.
They hadn’t spoken in years and Jack is far from the
sentimental type. So it takes more than a few people
by surprise when Jack starts plying his trade in order to
get to the bottom of his brother’s death. Then again,
Frank’s last name was Carter, and that’s Jack’s name
too. Sometimes that’s enough.
Set in the late 1960s amidst the smokestacks and
hardcases of the industrial north of England, Get Carter
redefined British crime fiction and cinema alike, being
famously brought to life by Michael Caine in 1971 and
reprised by Sylvester Stallone in 2000. Along with the
other two novels in the Jack Carter Trilogy, it is one of
the most important crime novels of all time.
Current sales:
Spanish (Sajalín Editores)

Ted Lewis (1940-1982) spent most of his youth in Bartonupon-Humber in the north of England. After graduating
from Hull Art School, Lewis moved to London and first
worked in advertising before becoming an animation
specialist, working on the Beatles’ Yellow Submarine.
His novels are the product of his lifelong fascination
with the criminal lifestyle of London’s Soho district and
the down-and-out lifestyle of the English factory town.
Lewis’ novels pioneered the British noir school
Praise for Get Carter:
‘A brutal look at hitherto hidden English sleaze and
seediness.’ - The Wall Street Journal
‘[An] impressive novel... Evocative prose sets this
above similarly themed crime stories... Ian Rankin fans
who have not yet read Lewis will be pleased.’
- Publishers Weekly
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Reissues
Anthony Powell
(Arrow Re-issues, 2019)
A Dance to the Music of Time
Chronicles the lives of over 300 characters in a unique
evocation of life in twentieth century England, and has
been acclaimed as amongst the greatest fiction of
that century.
In this first volume, Nick Jenkins is introduced to the ebbs
and flows of life at boarding school in the 1920s, spent
in the company of his friends: Peter Templer, Charles
Stringham, and Kenneth Widmerpool.
Though their days are filled with visits from relatives
and boyish pranks, usually at the expense of their
housemaster Le Bas, a disastrous trip in Templer’s car
threatens their new friendship. As the school year
comes to a close, the young men are faced with the
prospects of adulthood, and with finding their place in
the world.

Current sales:
French (Christian Bourgois)
German (Elfenbein Verlag)
Spanish (Anagrama)

Anthony Powell was born in 1905 and was educated
at Eton and Oxford, where he met several other young
writers such as Evelyn Waugh and Graham Greene.
After working in publishing and as a filmscript editor, he
began writing fiction before serving in the army in the
Second World War. In 1951 he began A Dance to the
Music of Time and completed it twenty-four years later.
Praise for A Dance to the Music of Time:
‘A book which creates a world and explores it in depth,
which ponders changing relationships and values,
which creates brilliantly living and diverse characters
and then watches them grow and change in their
milieu... Powell’s world is as large and as complex as
Proust’s’ - New York Times
‘Comic, satisfying, thought-provoking, addictive’
- The Telegraph
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New Editions
Anthony Burgess
(Manchester University Press,
March 2021)
Written in 1991 to commemorate the bicentennial of
Mozart’s death, Burgess’s novella-length piece is a
compendium of themes, genres and even art-forms
revolving around the one central preoccupation
of the entire Burgess oeuvre: the reconcilability of
life and art. This is a kaleidoscope of a book, which
stretches even the bounds of even Anthony Burgess’s
fiction in an attempt to understand Mozart through
celestial dialogue, an opera libretto, and fragments
of a film script.
This new critical edition with analysis from noted
musicologist and a first-class literary critic Alan
Shockley enables this work’s significance to be
assessed by a new generation of readers and
scholars.
Anthony Burgess (1917-1993) was a novelist, poet,
playwright, composer, linguist, translator and critic.
He is best known for his novel A Clockwork Orange,
but altogether he wrote thirtythree novels, twenty-five
works of non-fiction, two volumes of autobiography,
three symphonies, more than 250 other musical
works, and thousands of essays, articles and reviews.
Current sales:
French (Grasset)
Turkish (Kultur Yayinlari)

Burgess was born in Manchester, England and grew
up in Harpurhey and Moss Side. He was educated
at Xaverian College and Manchester University. He
lived in Malaya, Malta, Monaco, Italy and the United
States, among other places. His books are still widely
read all over the world.
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New Editions
Anna Kavan
(Peter Owen, May 2019)
This collection of Anna Kavan’s short fiction and
journalism marks fifty years since her death in 1968.
From moving portraits of clinical depression to
phantasmagoric visions of sci-fi wonder, including the
previously unpublished story ‘Starting a Career’.
The writings collected in Machines in the Head offer an
accessible introduction to readers new to her work and
a timely survey of Kavan’s diverse writing talents for her
fans. Her journalism, giving insight into her radical politics
and her thoughts on writing and writers, is reproduced
in full.
Anna Kavan (1901-1968) was a British experimental
writer and artist. She is best known for her collections
of stories including Asylum Piece (1940), I Am Lazarus
(1945) and Julia and the Bazooka (1970) and for her
novels including Sleep Has His House (1947) and Ice
(1967, Rights: Peter Owen). During the Second World
War she worked as an assistant, critic and contributor
for the literary journal Horizon.

Praise for Anna Kavan:
‘Kavan wrote some of the twentieth century’s most haunting and original fiction... To those
cultish fans who see Kavan’s marginality as central to her glamour, mainstream acceptance
may be unwelcome. But for this most imaginative and otherworldly of writers, whose plots
seamlessly merge fantasy and reality, past and future, life and death, nothing could be more
apt than a cross-century literary resurrection.’ – Paris Review
‘Few contemporary novelists could match the fierce intensity of her vision’
- J. G. Ballard, author of The Drowned World
‘It is the cool lucid light of that unique mind which makes her Anna Kavan... She is one of the
most distinctive twentieth-century novelists.’ – Doris Lessing, author of The Golden Notebook
‘Kavan’s talent for extracting an austere beauty from intimations of doom is as compelling
here as in so much of her greatly admired work.’ – Rhys Davies
Current Sales

Asylum Piece: Spanish (Navona), Swedish (Forlaget Glas)
Sleep Has His House and Julia and the Bazooka: Turkish (Alfa)
A Scarcity of Love: Spanish (Manantial)
Who are You?: Film rights under option (Zak Film Productions UG)
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Film and TV News

All Creatures Great and Small by
James Herriot.
TV series produced by Playground.
Transmission date TBC.

Shrine by James Herbert.
Film rights optioned by Screen
Gems (Sony).
In production.

The Dean’s Watch By Elizabeth
Goudge
TV rights under option,
details currently embargoed

Staying On by Paul Scott
Film rights optioned by Camberwell
Films
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J R Ackerley
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John Braine
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Arthur Bryant
Anthony Burgess
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R A Butler
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Barbara Castle
Charles Causley
David Cecil
James Hadley Chase
Arthur C Clarke
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G D H Cole
Margaret Cole
Peter Cook
A E Coppard
James Curtis
Roald Dahl
Alex Danchev
R F Delderfield
The Detection Club
Tom Driberg
Dorothy Eden
Eleanor Farjeon
Joseph Jefferson Farjeon
Robin Fedden
Elizabeth Ferrars
Constantine Fitzgibbon
Theodora Fitzgibbon
Joan Fleming
Margot Fonteyn
Celia Fremlin
J.F.C. Fuller
Roland Gant
Ralph Glasser
Elizabeth Goudge
Graham Greene
Geoffrey Grigson
Jane Grigson
Gen Sir John Hackett
Charles Hadfield
Kathleen Hale
R J Hall
Desmond Hawkins

Gerald Heard
James Herbert
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Christopher Hibbert
Russell Hoban
Eric Hobsbawm
Richard Hough
Richard Hughes
Elizabeth Jennings
Tamara Karsavina
Anna Kavan
M M Kaye
Molly Keane
C H B Kitchin
Maura Laverty
James Laver
James Lees-Milne
John Lehmann
Roy Lewis
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Jack Lindsay
Emanuel Litvinoff
Louis MacNeice
Jan Mark
Leo McKern
Olivia Manning
Ruth Manning-Sanders
David Martin
Laurence Meynell
Gladys Mitchell
Naomi Mitchison
P H Newby
Norman Nicholson
Kate O’Brien
Richard Pape
Rozsika Parker
Anthony Powell
John Pudney
Herbert Read
Clive Sansom
Dorothy L. Sayers
Ronald Seth
John Seymour
Osbert Sitwell
William Slim
Muriel Spark
Howard Spring
John Strawson
A.J.P. Taylor
Josephine Tey
Dylan Thomas
Una Troy
Ninette de Valois
Keith Waterhouse
Mary Wesley
Dorothy Whipple
T H White
Barbara Willard
John Wyndham

